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Is Ranking Good? «&

— 301)
Probably

>

Even asking this question feels slightly blasphemous at Facebook. So many experiments and 9

product launches demonstrate the value of ranking that i’ value is often taken as an anticle x

of faith. When I proposed a long-term ranking holdout to a colleague notlong ago, we had a

serious discussion about whether it would be ethical to deprive users of something so

valuable for so long.



the answerthanIdlike to be, and maybe lessconfident than I ever was before.AS I prepare on

to move onto new challenges, Ithoughtit would be worth collectingmythoughtsonthisin Q

oneplace, as much to help myself sort through them asfor anyone else’ benefit S

EE Scis S
Avidvali feedbackon caries. The orginal

S
The case for rankingase for ranking =

Be eat tom abe the word “ranking hors to means an orderioggof content 9
importanceor relevance. Any list of content is inherently ordered by something, but I'm Oo

distinguishing between these sorts of predictive orderingsand otherapproacheslike purely ©

chronologicaloreven alphabetical orders. So,for example, in this nomenclature, entries in a ©

\wpical dictionary are ordered (alphabetically) but not ranked. Also, this note largely QO

concerns what we generallycal the Facebook “Blue App.” although some of the thinking xX



experimentalandexperientialdata in support of rankingisextensive,andnearly a

* iversal.Whenweswitch a random set of userstoapure chronologically NewsFeed,their.

usage and engagement immediately drops (see this recent study, for example). When RE

Instagramlaunched feed ranking, virtually all metrics improved (see this retrospective on the =

first year’ effects). Whenever we're tried to compare ranked and unranked feeds, ranked =

feedsustseem better. And this same pattern repeats when we rank Messenger contacts (see. IE

© somerecentwins here) or the Stories tray (see these slides). Ranking items in order of C =

© importance or relevance just seems better than chronological, alphabetical, or. J

other more arbitrary orderings. oe

© Rankinghas long and distinguished history. Newspapers are ranked, with the most
important stories on page one. (Its difficult to imagine a useful newspaper presented =

© anyotherway.) Search results are ranked. (Imagine a versionofGoogle search where =!
results were displayed chronologically, and how useless this would be.) In most contexts. OQ

© where we're presented a large quantity of information, we tend to order the information by. ©

importance(or relevance, which I use here synonymously). Ranking is such an obvious oO

solution in these cases that we often don't even notice we're doing it: these days. Q
we tend towatchTV in a “ranked” order, starting with what we feel like watching and not 0 y

hatever happenedtocomeoutmost recently. =



The trouble with ranking
on

Given the data presented above, many people would consider the question of ranking 0

effectively closed. Part of the challenge in discussing ranking objectively is that the benefits 0

i arediscrete and measurable, while the costsare oftenindirect anddiffuse and not easily oO

observable in experiments. But think it is worth enumerating these costs even if we cant c
necessarily quantify them. Oo

Oo

Ranking changes the semantics of friending Oo
«

In aworld without ranking, the consequences of adding a friend on Facebook are very clear o

you will now see this friend's posts in your feed. If you don't want to see their posts, you need DO

to unfriend (or at least unfollow) them. Thecost of maintaining a connection to that friend head

are potentially high: you have to put up with their posts, no matter how frequent or boring or Oo

evenoffensive they ar. (The fist person who explained this o me vas[ND =

: With a ranked feed, the consequences of adding a friend on Facebook are a lot more murky. Q

:Jee ree IE
Bt ‘anything in between. If you add a friend you don't really like, the ranking algorithm should

it figure this out and stop showing you their posts.



Soin this ranked world, the cost of maintaining a connection toa distant friend

are not only low; they are roughly zero. With a perfect algorithm, the cost would truly

he zero, The only postsfrom this friend we would ever se arethose wecare about. This could

happen once day,one a week, once ayear, o even ust once, period. The bettertheranking »

© Llrthm, thelowerhecostof a” iendsips. As a sul thers no onge any incentive »

toclean up yourfriendgraph frends you don't care about become irrelevant and Io)

inconsequential, without you having to remove them. 5

“Take lookat your friend ist on Facebook sometime. 1f you're anything like me, you'll be c

shockedatsomeofthenames. 1 certainly have “friends” I couldn'tpickoutofa lineupand Q

ave no eelletion of eve rending, And hase many friends ca remember seeing a Oo
post from prety mich ever. Maybe some of those peopl never post, but presumably many of =

: themdo, andourranking engine has been quietly doing its job, sticking those posts far Oo

enough down in myfeedthat they never bother me =
©

Formeatleast, the contrast with Instagranm is striking, 1 have many fewer riends there. OQ

| Because Instagram only recently launched a ranked feed, most of my connections were made °

Ee in an unranked world, where following someone meant secing everypicturethey posted. I ©

2 | was (and, tosomeextent,still am) quitecautiousaboutwhoIfollowed. Ifsomeone posted Se

% toooften,orIwasn't really interested inthe, 1 dropped them pretty quickly. Also, D

Instagram effectively has two popular surfaces (including Explore), while Facebook only has 04
one.This givesusers anotherwayof expressing their intent when using the app — when they
want “interestingstuf from people I don't reallyknow,” they can go to a special surface just
forthat.(EEEplainedthis to me.) Facebook has to mix such content into the main

feed, attemptingtointuit when users might want to se it.



Givena sufficiently good ranking algorithm, the logical thing to do is to friend everybody. wn

“This may seem like hyperbole, but t's not. Even someone in some faraway country who 2

speaksonlylanguages don't understand might snapa photo I'd enjoy seeing, and the =

perfect ranking algorithm would find that and surface it for me. (And evenif they post only >

text we have translation systems that could help me understand it) User research suggests S
that people often dort realize their feed is ranked, so the incentives here operate largely Oo
unconsciously, but the incentives are still there.

Lo
Butin sucha world, why maintain friend lists a all? Ifthe perfect frend lis is one that's all
inclusive, ehy not just save people the trouble and making everyone friends with everyone )

by default?Byreducing the costoffriendingclose to zero, rankingchanges i
n offriendingfrom “I care about you” to “I mightconceivablycare

you share someday” - which is likely true ofjust about asybody.
are still useful to the ranking algorithm, as a hint about who you might be
butif people frendtooliberally, the listcases tobea verygood hint. 3



Er =

Ranking favors consumption at the expense of production !
0}

"Thatlast thetorical question has a clear answer, of course, and that answer revolves around. =]

privacy. =

~ While]mightbefascinated by that hypothetical snapshot posted by a faraway stranger, that 3 {

| photographer may not want me tose their photo. Maybe is a pictureof thei house or their 7

* Kidorsome private moment in their life. Maybe it reveals something about their personal —

identity ~theirbeliefs or customs or sexuality ~that they aren't comfortable sharing with the O

world, Maybeit’s an embarrassing moment they don't mind sharing with their family or | —

friends, but wouldn't want their boss to see. | O

i -
fl ranking reducesthe cos ofriending to near er rom a consumption perspectiveit L

ot necessarily do so from a production perspective. Put another vay, with a well: i
f ed broad (or even universal) friending adds value to consumption,

ing toproduction. Youget tosee thatrare gempostedby adistant friend,
nds may also see that embarrassing photothat in retrospect maybeyou
ostedatall. 3



F Again,asfraswe can measure in experiments, the net result is positive. In some cases, the rr,

py wide audience potential ofhaving many friends may inspire some people to post more. But it on

a ishard to believe that the loose social graph encouraged by rankingisn'talso QO

f suppressing some personal sharing. (One theory for why sharing through Storics is =

| doingsowelisthat it doesn't run the riskof appearing “accidentally” in some distant friend's OJ

1 feed) We certainly hear anecdotally that people post less because they fear too many:people <=

i Secingtheir content, but tis effect i hard to measure empirically due to all the confounding; O

| factors driving friend counts.
QO

Ranking can promote problematic content |]

 Imsofirasproblematic content is often more engaging than unproblematic content, ranking: &

y-engagement runs the risk of favoring the problematic a

ne mediaenvironment where blatant lear are, but very interesting (vouldargue

is roughly thecurrentsituation.) Now imaginethat friendofyoursinsuchan

ronment shares le. A firstevn ith ranked fd, t might get somewhat lost in the

tent, buteventually someonesesit,andbecause is interesting,theylke itor

ment on itandshareiton totheir own friend network. Nowtherankingalgorithm starts

ure out how interestin thislieis(ifitdidn'tworkthatoutfrom thepost conte chats



: wn

> ‘Now imagine the same situation, but without ranking; Someone still happens on the post Nn

3 eventually, either because they refreshed their feed right afer it was shared or because they 0

i scrolled down far enough to find it, and they too like it or comment on it and share it on. But or)

4 there's no acceleration. Their engagement with the lie doesn't boost it's distribution, and the —

fl reshared post just gets filed away in people's feeds, no more or less likely to be read than Oo

Li anything else. It might spread, but without ranking, highly-engaging lies have no great Sy

oe advantage over more staid truths.
oh

© Inthis way, an unranked feed can provide a sort ofherd immunity against misinformation. [=

~The misinformation might still spread, but that spread won't be amplified, and may well die =S

*out beforeit gets too far. (By the same token, an unranked feed might alo slow the spread of [i

trueinformation) fie

ourse, thereareotherdefensesagainst misinformation andother problematitcontent,

aredeployingthese today. But without ranking, there wouldn'tbethesame level the

these effortsweseetoday. i



3 ‘Also, the fact that ranking encourages us to have very broad friend graphs makes this. 2 J

situation abit worse still. Imagine youhave hundreds of friends who rarely postanythingyou O

| really want tosee. (Again, this i probably your actual situation.) Now oneof them reshares =i

k this incredibly fascinating and engaging story they also got from a distant friend — which O)

oa ‘happenstobe a hoax. Because this post is so much moreinteresting than most of whatthey oo

| post, suddenly it jumps to the topof your feed,rather than languishingfarbelow where youd Q

| exer typically scroll. Not only does ranking allow bad content to spread faster — it

i allows bad content to spread farther due to the costless accumulationoffriends. |g

| O
Rn ld ii
Ranking changes our relationship to users 3

3
0}

Ifafriendsendsyou an offensive text, you don't blame Apple or AT&T; you blame your =

Ifanuncle inundates you with email hoaxes, you don't blame Gmail or Outlook; you oh

en thatmisinformation describedabovespreadson Facebook,people
andnotthefriends orpagesthat sharedit. 5



And sadly this isn't an entirely irrational reaction. With a ranked feed, Facebook decides J wn

whatcontent spreads and what content doesn't. We try to do this with neutral principles that 138

dontfavorcertain viewpoints, but those principles have consequences. As soon as ranking is hy

introduced, weareeffectively curating people's feeds. We don't exercise nearly’ the editorial el

control of media sites ke The Nets York Times or Wal Street Journal, but we're not Gail =

A. anymore either.
a )

Thishastremendous consequences for our relationship to our users that I worry we have not o

absorbed. A rankedfeedis a curated feed,andwearethe curators. =

Js puts usina very different relationship to our readers than that of an email provider. We SD

apass-through platform for users to share thoughts.Weareaggregators,and this 4

avery differentsetofresponsibilities. We aretakingthesemoreseriouslytodaythan

butIsillworrythatwe haven't cometotermswithrankingastherootcause.



1
Ranking implicitly devalues content ]

i Nn
A ‘Why don't we rank email? Many of us get far too much and often miss important messages, Nn

4 and yet it is still presented in chronological order. Gmail's Priority Inbox clearly has some QO

1 sortofMLscoring function for messages, but even they use it only for classifying into more- =

and less-important, with messages in each of those buckets listed chronologically. Why not =) y

goal the way and rank the messages by importance? 5S

1think the answer is that with ranked email, we'd miss even more. J

| Theuworing assumption with emails that you cant mis anything important (eventhough oO

 manyofus do), which is why most of us still dutifully walk through our inboxes message-by= BT

"message,multiple times a day. The underlying assumption ofa ranked feed is that almost oO

 cyhingisptona. that youl hive eforest ofthe best. I think this is 9
important enough to be worth repeating; the underlying assumption ofarankedfeed «

ha dmost everythingisoptional. Ee

everything actuallyoptional? I'vebeen in manymeetingswhereexcutivesat th ¥
esol “Facebookaskuswhytheydon'tseealltheirclosestfriends’posts in

notahardquestion toanswer. Youdon'tseeallyourclosestfriends’ content

ause: we haveothercontentwethinkyou'dlkebetter,andwe conside



a Whenthese people ask us this question, though, they already kno the answer. They just |

| don't likeit - because those posts don't feel optional to them. Ata deep level, ranking | ow»

. devalues content, by which I mean commodifies it into an endless stream of nn

3 optional stories we can read or not depending on whether anything better OQ

comes along. And that feels wrong, not all the time, but much of the time. =

|
DD

| =4
] Ranking requires private data collection 3

hiamaybean obvious point,but chronological feed requires no maintenance of het
private data or usage history beyond posts and listsoffriends. We don't need to (eo)

© Know what youve liked or commented on in the past in order to present an unranked feed to “=

© users. We don't need to know almost anything about our users at all oO

Ek QO

Ofcourse, we might sil need such data for advertising, and so some would argue that we ri
might well useit for feed ranking, But not using such private data for feed ranking would ine

claify theusertradeoffs andallowfora stronger “optout” option,sinceuserswhooptedout =
fads targeting wouldnotneed tohave thisdatastoredforthematal.(Today, we stillneed aa

allt tists venfo userswh pt out of targeting becausewe need or ranking)
| i

EE [ores
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~ Can Ranking be Fixed? o

|
tn

Facebook suffers from the curse of a great product, such that almost everything we try that's ci

| Ficlly different turns out worse. Bt its important t remember that his so be expected o

‘Weve spenta decade perfecting the ranked News Feed, investing person-centuriesoftime in &)

getting the details ight. Tt would be very weird if few people working fora few months ora =

‘half could make measurably something better — and yet that is. often the bar we hold oO

k ourselvestowhen trying alternatives. We've also trained two billion users (at least) that News. =

© Feed works thisway. Old habits are hard to break, even if we do build something significantly 5

bate 5

And the benefitsofranking are undeniable, an probably deserve more space than Ie given oO

them. Ifweabruptlystoppedranking News Feed tomorrow,theresultswouldbe «©

disastrous forthecompanyby most metricswecare about.Sosthereaway keep J

ideniable benefits of rankingwithout incurring llthe costs? i i
TW : a

RR : i
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: Stories and other hybrids
NH
DO

: Its possible that we could find a hybrid approach. Perhaps content from your truefriends el

. should be presented in full, always, without any real intermediation from Facebook. Ranking, Oo)

RS could then be reserved for the next ters of content, from people you may be vaguely Co

interested inorwant to follow more loosely, as well as from professional publishers (ie, Q

Pages). Or perhaps the distinction is not strictly by content author, but also content type = )

‘maybe it's only truly personal posts from your true friends that deserve unranked treatment, re

whilethelinks and reshares from them should go into the broader hopper with everything o

2 else, to be surfaced only when they're particularly interesting. Te
5)

16 oustepback, this hybrid mode is alo like where we are ith Storie. Intimate personal Q

postsfromourfriends are presented to us verbatim, unranked, whileeverything else appears. Oi

belowina ranked order. Of course, Stories makes lotsofother changes to our sharing model, ©

too, perhapsmostnotablytradingephemerality for permanence. It's.stillunclearwhich of <

areessentialtothesuccessofthatformatandwhich, if any, are not. Ie



Multiple feeds and partial ranking

There are other approaches. Something analogous to Gmail model might have multiple feeds,

each unranked in itself, but with posts sorted between feeds based on importance— a close

riendfeed, perhaps, or a priority feed, followed by feeds for less important content, We've »

{ried thingslike this before on Facebookand failed, but t'salways difficultto know if the »

failure is dueto deep-seated habits or a truly worse product experience. Instagram's Explore ao

has been much moresuccessful, suggesting this approach can theoretically work. 5

One can also think of recency o freshness as another signal that gets weighted along vith c

everything ls.A pure chronological feed (what Tm calling unranked) would put all the Q
weight on recency and nothing ese. Butof course, any weght is possible. Perhaps a feed with oO
avery large weight on recency could result in a sort of partial ranking, that looked largely =

chronological but with other ry interesting stories popping up aut of order. The weighting Oo

of recency could in some way correlate with closeness, such that you got a chronological feed Me

af content from yourclosest friends, but witha sprinkling of content rom other sources °
nixed in occasionally, or provided afte all close frend content had been consumed. There Q
are proposals to show unconnected recommendations at the “end of feed,” and this could be ©
similar to that: first you'd sec a chronological feed of close friend content, then a ranked feed ©

from other sources, then finally some unconnected recommendations if you sill wanted o
more. (RRRme Titer does something similar o this) @

posts, onefromasecond ago and one from a few hours igo. The super recent one hasn't had
time to prove ts greatness through engagement, so will likely get rankedbelowthe slightly
older post. Placinga higher value on recency might level the playing field here. (This point
was also explained top meby ND

Chats
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1 | Could we ease out of ranking?
0

o ‘When we give users an unranked News Feed, their engagement lags that of new users with on

ranked Feeds, but not by nearly as much as fo established users. (The results are about half [0]

aslarge) This suggests that at east to some extent, users have adapted their behavior o

© to ranking,andthat new users might simply use the product differently without =

© rankingThey might stil use the product somewhat les, but maybe not as much less as we =

© fink. (Usalso possible that new users simply haven't had time to build upbi friend lists, | =

© and so don't yet experience the fll benefits of ranking.) Another approach would be to SJ

gradually rank less ageressively, giving people more time to adjust their friending behavior. bw,

:
Le

Can we justrankbetter? | ©

the do nsidesof rankingcouldbeseenas simplebugs.All engagementisnot a

ful as asignalofquality ~ perhapssome oftheintegrity issuesweseearound ia

J be solved with “leaner”signals.Canwe desig ranking algorithmsthat are
matic engagement?Canwefindbetterwaysodistinguish quality

from insidious engagement?Thereisalreadyon-goingworkonNews Feed
pals, but rightnowthis i treatedas aseparateproblem from the e

: gn.Perhaps itshouldn'tbe. id
ee ai



; Conclusions

. 1s possible that the benefits of ranking are simply worth the costs. Clearly weshould 3

continue the work on News Feed Integrity and elsewhere on fixing whatever problems it O

causes, making ranking incrementally better with every launch. We have tried various things be

on Facebook like Explore Feed that might allow us to move away from our dependence on 2)

rE ranking, and these have not worked well. Perhaps content and user intention onFacebook =

| aresufficiently heterogenous that ranking is truly essential. 5 {

| Ander,Weave given up alot in the shift o ranking, and not always as conscious and =

 Qeliberate choice. Many choices we make in life without fully thinking them through tur out C

tobemistakes — or at east turn out worse than they might have had we considered the r

consequences. 1 fll cost-benefit nays sl favors a ul rankingof News Fecdandother

faces, thenwe should certainly continue. But doing that analysis requires fully Hi

edging thesesomewhat ephemeralcosts and trying tofind somewayofbalancing Hi 3

inst thebenefits. Theonly waytoaccomplishourmissionisalways obe

to questionour choices,andalwaysbelookingforwaysto k

future. fe
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